Rural (and rural at heart) poets celebrating 10 years

Gerry Wood, the Independent Member for Nelson, says that this Saturday at Taminmin College Community Library, Humpty Doo, there will be the launch of an anthology showcasing 10 years of poetry from rural (and rural at heart) poets.

Gerry says Sandra Parker, poet and motivator, is inviting anyone who has been a contributor to rural poetry over the past 10 years and anyone who is a fan of poetry to come to the launch and hear some of the poems included in the anthology.

He says the launch will show townies the depth of talented poets that seem to thrive out in the rural area, obviously due to the space and fresh air.

All are welcome to the launch.

RSVP 89881200 for catering purposes.

**Where** Taminmin College Community Library,
Challoner Circuit, Humpty Doo

**When** 1.00m for 1.30pm Saturday 16th

Contact Sandra Parker on 89882172 for more information